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Musaicum Books presents to you this meticulously edited Self-Mastery collection: Wallace D.
Wattles: The Science of Getting Rich The Science of Being Well How to Get What you Want
William Walker Atkinson: The Secret of Success Thought-Force in Business and Everyday Life
The Power of Concentration P. T. Barnum: The Art of Money Getting The Humbugs of the
World Benjamin Franklin: The Autobiography The Way to Wealth Orison Swett Marden:
Architects of Fate He Can Who Thinks He Can, and Other Papers on Success in Life How to
Succeed Prosperity - How to Attract It James Allen: As a Man Thinketh Eight Pillars of
Prosperity From Poverty to Power Foundation Stones to Happiness and Success Russell
Conwell: Acres of Diamonds The Key to Success What You Can Do With Your Will Power
Praying for Money Henry Harrison Brown: Dollars Want Me Thorstein Veblen: The Theory of
Business Enterprise Émile Coué: Self Mastery Through Conscious Autosuggestion Kahlil
Gibran: The Prophet Marcus Aurelius: Meditations Niccolò Machiavelli: The Prince Lao Tzu:
Tao Te Ching
Since I was a child, Ive been communicating with the angelic realm. Theyve revealed their
presence in many ways, warning me through dreams of events to come and guiding my
footsteps along the way. As I grew older, I learned that I could tune in to their frequency,
allowing me to receive their messages more clearly. Their presence led me on a journey to selfdiscovery, allowing me to recognize and break repetitive and harmful patterns, to trust in
myself again, and to discover my souls purpose as a healer. It is a story of inner strength and
faith, and as I continue on my journey, I know that I am not alone, and that the angels walk with
me.
CovetBook 2 of the Past Life Series
Augustine’s Conversion: A Guide to the Argument of Confessions I-IX by Colin Starnes
The Shadowhunters must catch a killer in Edwardian London in this dangerous and romantic
sequel to the #1 New York Times bestselling novel Chain of Gold, from New York Times and
USA TODAY bestselling author Cassandra Clare. Chain of Iron is a Shadowhunters novel.
Cordelia Carstairs seems to have everything she ever wanted. She’s engaged to marry James
Herondale, the boy she has loved since childhood. She has a new life in London with her best
friend Lucie Herondale and James’s charming companions, the Merry Thieves. She is about
to be reunited with her beloved father. And she bears the sword Cortana, a legendary hero’s
blade. But the truth is far grimmer. James and Cordelia’s marriage is a lie, arranged to save
Cordelia’s reputation. James is in love with the mysterious Grace Blackthorn whose brother,
Jesse, died years ago in a terrible accident. Cortana burns Cordelia’s hand when she touches
it, while her father has grown bitter and angry. And a serial murderer is targeting the
Shadowhunters of London, killing under cover of darkness, then vanishing without a trace.
Together with the Merry Thieves, Cordelia, James, and Lucie must follow the trail of the knifewielding killer through the city’s most dangerous streets. All the while, each is keeping a
shocking secret: Lucie, that she plans to raise Jesse from the dead; Cordelia, that she has
sworn a dangerous oath of loyalty to a mysterious power; and James, that he is being drawn
further each night into the dark web of his grandfather, the arch-demon Belial. And that he
himself may be the killer they seek.

Allen Klein, master of the right quote at the right moment, has gathered his
favorite, most inspiring words of wisdom into this treasury of moving and
meaningful sayings from around the world that incite readers to live life to the
fullest. Readers can take this book on the go to get a quick shot of inspiration at
any time, or they can select one quote every day for in-depth thought and
meditation. The book’s small size makes it ideal to carry in a purse or a bag, or
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to keep by the computer for those moments of need. However readers choose to
use these uplifting and inspiring quotes, they all have the potential to be lifechanging. Kipling once said that words are "the most powerful drug used by
mankind" — the words in this book are the prescription readers need to revise
their lives. The book features a foreword by Jack Canfield, cocreator of the bestselling Chicken Soup for the Soul series.
This meticulously edited Success & Empowerment collection is formatted for your
eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents: Wallace D. Wattles: The
Science of Getting Rich The Science of Being Well How to Get What you Want
William Walker Atkinson: The Secret of Success Thought-Force in Business and
Everyday Life The Power of Concentration P. T. Barnum: The Art of Money
Getting The Humbugs of the World Benjamin Franklin: The Autobiography The
Way to Wealth Orison Swett Marden: Architects of Fate He Can Who Thinks He
Can, and Other Papers on Success in Life How to Succeed Prosperity - How to
Attract It James Allen: As a Man Thinketh Eight Pillars of Prosperity From
Poverty to Power Foundation Stones to Happiness and Success Russell
Conwell: Acres of Diamonds The Key to Success What You Can Do With Your
Will Power Praying for Money Henry Harrison Brown: Dollars Want Me Thorstein
Veblen: The Theory of Business Enterprise Émile Coué: Self Mastery Through
Conscious Autosuggestion Kahlil Gibran: The Prophet Marcus Aurelius:
Meditations Niccolò Machiavelli: The Prince Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching
According to the author, a qualified hypnotherapist, current lives contain clues to
past lives. In this volume, she explains how to uncover past-life clues.
Dream Cycles offers a new and exciting aproach to dream interpretation. The
premise is that dreams come from an inner source full of symbolism. Using the
nine basic cycles in your life, you can open your dreams and read them in the full
context of the events in your life.
A unique, insightful, and practical look into the enormous power of past life
regression therapy to unlock a healing pathway that can help you resolve
enduring personal issues, enrich your life, and answer burning spiritual questions
about your purpose on this earth. In this rare and fascinating intimate glimpse at
past life regression therapy, licensed therapist Ann Barham invites us into her
office as she helps her clients mine their unconscious memories for the key past
life experiences that can provide specific guidance for their current situations. No
longer simply the stuff of new age practitioners, past life regression therapy is a
powerful tool that can improve your understanding of your personal challenges
and deepen your connection with the world around you. Barham demystifies this
intriguing phenomenon, sharing her client’s astounding stories, each a clue to
the profound influence the personalities of the past have on our thoughts and
actions today. As modern science and technology advance at overwhelming
rates, many of us crave the healing insights and feelings of eternal love that
survivors of near death experiences frequently report. Through past life therapy,
everyday people are able to experience prior lifetimes all the way through their
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deaths, tapping into abiding spiritual truths and answering essential questions
about human existence.
Shares important lessons and powerful stories to help individuals adjust their
attitudes, feel more balanced, and experience the serenity that comes from doing
and being their best--no matter what the outcome. 100,000 first printing.
4 authors will each take a different daughter born from the Prince of Darkness,
Vlad Montour (also known as Vlad the Impaler, an evil villain from history). Blair Chrissy Peebles Jezebel - Kristen Middleton Victoria - W.J. May Lotus - C.J.
Pinard Don't mess with the Daughters of Darkness, especially Victoria. Only
Death Could Stop Her Now Victoria was a Hunter Vampire, now turned Hunted.
When Evan is obviously been kidnapped by the Council, Tori will stop at nothing
to get him back. At the same time, she's disappointed to learn Malcolm, her old
hunting partner, is hot on her trail. Malcolm knows her very well as they worked
together for countless decades. He knows her every move and her every hiding
spot. She seeks Finns help. Finn has been alive for centuries and has somehow
managed to stay completely off the Council's radar by living off the grid. She's
confident he can keep her, Eddie, and Trent safe while they come up with a way
to get to Evan. Vlad wants her - dead or alive, it seems to no longer matter. Tori
will do whatever is needed to keep Evan safe, even if it means coming up against
her father and hunting him. Fans of Twilight, Stephanie Meyers, Mortal
Instruments, and Lauren Kate will enjoy this series. Victoria's Journey Victoria
Huntress Coveted Twisted
In a world that honors outward achievement, tells people they’ll never have
enough, and encourages an impossibly busy life, peace and contentment can
feel like a distant dream. But Dr. Richard Swenson, the best-selling author of
Margin, shows that it really is possible. We can experience the contentment we
long for—the peace, the fulfillment, the joy. But it is found in only one place: in
Christ. Come along on a journey of discovery and uncover the simple truths and
practices that inspire a truly contented life.
The bestselling author of The Wager and The Risk continues her Wagered
Hearts series with The Game. Movie star Emilia Holliday is at the pinnacle of her
career. Her latest film has been receiving a lot of buzz and she’s been tapped to
sweep every best actress category come award season. When she finds herself
embroiled in a scandal that could ruin her chances, she knows she has to take
drastic measures to salvage her career, even if that involves hiring someone to
be her fiancé. Rob Benedict is a charming sexy British billionaire who has no
intentions of settling down. That is until his high society mother pushes him too
far. After sticking her nose into his personal life one too many times, he vows to
teach her a lesson she won’t soon forget. When he reads about Emilia’s latest
exploits in the tabloids, he thinks he’s found the perfect way to get back at
her—by pretending to be engaged to the scandal prone actress. Rob and Emilia
must act the part of loving couple for eight months. There’ll be no sex, no
emotions, and no hurt feelings. But what started off as fun and games soon turns
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serious when Emilia finds herself falling for real. Can something that started off
as a game be the one thing they never thought they needed or wanted? Author's
Note: THE GAME is a standalone novel, but you may also enjoy reading the
earlier books in the Wagered Hearts series as well. Wagered Hearts Series Book
1: The Wager Book 2: The Risk Book 3: The Game Book 4: The Player
David Bellotti's only focus is to find his abducted twelve-year old daughter. When
he sees her on a news segment with her captor, a renowned archaeologist who's
made a major discovery, David sets out to bring her back home. But the search
leads him to a secret message that could alter man's history forever. A message
David and his daughter inscribed twelve-thousand years ago. A message that will
prove dangerous in the wrong hands. Protecting this powerful information seems
simple until David realizes some people will use his daughter against him to get
it, at whatever the cost. Now David must make a choice. Protect mankind from a
secret past that must remain hidden, or save his little girl.
The hottest vampire romance series you'll read this year! Step behind the curtain of
Vampirerotique and discover a dangerously seductive world of vampires, shifters, fae and
angels in this series of passionate page-turning forbidden romances. They've burned for each
other for two years, the forbidden attraction between them growing each night. Now resisting
the sinful desires of their hearts is becoming impossible. Javier knows better than to succumb
to his hunger for Lilah, a mortal female belonging to a powerful patron of Vampirerotique, the
theatre he runs with three other vampires. A single touch is all it would take to break the sacred
law of his kind, sentencing himself to death, but his passion for her has become too fierce to
ignore. He will risk everything to claim Lilah. Lilah has fought her desire for Javier, but each
glance he steals, his eyes promising pleasure and so much more, ignites a fire inside her that
will no longer be denied. She will risk everything to win his heart and her freedom. When their
resistance burns away in the heat of a wild moment, what will await them--the eternity they
desire or death? If you love passionate, steamy paranormal romances with no cliffhangers and
no cheating, and plenty of bite, then you won't be able to put down this addictive series of
vampire romances from an NY Times and USA Today best-selling author of over 60 books!
Grab your copy now and get ready to scorch your e-reader with this hot vampire romance.
Enter the dark, sinful and seductive world of the four vampire owners of London's premier
vampire theatre, Vampirerotique, and discover how these powerful vampires will be brought to
their knees by the women who claim their hearts in this passionate, intense and thrilling
vampire romance series from New York Times and USA Today best-selling paranormal
romance author Felicity Heaton: Book 1: Covet Book 2: Crave Book 3: Seduce Book 4:
Enslave Book 5: Bewitch Book 6: Unleash
This carefully crafted ebook: "ORISON SWETT MARDEN Premium Collection - Wisdom &
Empowerment Series (18 Books in One Volume)” is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents. Dr. Orison Swett Marden (1848-1924) was an
American inspirational author who wrote about achieving success in life and founded
SUCCESS magazine in 1897. He is often considered as the father of the modern-day
inspirational talks and writings and his words make sense even to this day. In his books he
discussed the common-sense principles and virtues that make for a well-rounded, successful
life. His first book, Pushing to the Front (1894), became an instant best-seller. Marden later
published fifty or more books and booklets, averaging two titles per year. TABLE OF
CONTENTS An Iron Will Architects of Fate or, Steps to Success and Power Be Good to
Yourself Character: The Grandest Thing in the World Cheerfulness as a Life Power Eclectic
School Readings: Stories from Life Every Man A King or, Might in Mind Mastery He Can Who
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Thinks He Can, and Other Papers on Success in Life How to Get What You Want How To
Succeed - Or, Stepping-Stones To Fame And Fortune Keeping Fit Little Visits with Great
Americans or, Success Ideals and How to Attain Them Peace, Power and Plenty Prosperity How to Attract It Pushing to the Front or, Success Under Difficulties The Miracles of Right
Thought The Victorious Attitude Thrift Excerpt: "Somehow, even when we feel that it is
impossible for us to make the necessary effort, when the crisis comes, when the emergency is
upon us, when we feel the prodding of this imperative, imperious necessity, there is a latent
power within us which comes to our rescue, which answers the all, and we do the impossible.”
Everyone wants something. Even if it belongs to someone else. And some will destroy the very
thing they want, just so no one else can have it. Professional soldier David Bellotti's latest
mission seems simple: steal the key card to a drug lord's compound so the empire can be
infiltrated and destroyed. But when David discovers evidence of his lover Lottie's possible
infidelity, his mission turns personal. He searches for answers others would kill to keep buried
and discovers a link to the past he's been trying hard to ignore. Ancient lives, twelve thousand
year old secrets, murder, and primal instincts lead David on a journey through past lives and
present danger-all to save the woman he loves. Find your way back through alternate history,
when hunter-gatherers roamed and David and Lottie's supernatural incarnations began. The
Reading Cafe calls Covet, Book Two of the Past Life Series, "An amazing and fascinating
storyline of suspense, mystery, betrayal, hatred and love." Author Deborah O'Neill Cordes calls
this Paleolithic reincarnation story a "page-turning mystery... positively Hitchcockian in its
ability to keep me guessing." Amazon reviewers say this metaphysical action adventure is
"fascinating" with "non-stop suspense" and "an absolute treat.."."a heart-pounding thriller
wrapped up inside a sizzling, sexy paranormal romance."
THE SAINT AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO COLLECTION [53 BOOKS] SAINT AUGUSTINE OF
HIPPO - 53 Books: 50 by the Author, 3 About the Author - Over4.6 Million Words in one EBook - Includes the Complete Edition of Expositions on the Book of Psalms: Volumes I-VI,
Psalms 1-150 - Includes an Active Index and Table of Contents for each book with Layered
NCX Navigation - Includes Illustrations by Gustave Dore Saint Augustine of Hippo (13
November 354 - 28 August 430) was an early Christian theologian and philosopher whose
writings were very influential in the development of Western Christianity and Western
philosophy. He was bishop of Hippo Regius (present-day Annaba, Algeria) located in the
Roman province of Africa. Writing during the Patristic Era, he is viewed as one of the most
important Church Fathers in the West. Among his most important works are City of God and
Confessions. The Confessions of Saint Augustine Translated by Frank Sheed. Expositions on
the Book of Psalms Complete Edition Volumes I-VI. Psalms 1-150. Translated by John Henry
Parker. All other books by the author part of the Church Fathers edited by Philip Schaff.
INCLUDED BOOKS: -MAIN BOOKS- The Confessions of Saint Augustine The City of God On
Christian Doctrine Letters of St. Augustin -DOCTRINAL TREATISES OF SAINT AUGUSTINOn The Trinity The Enchiridion On the Catechising of the Uninstructed A Treatise on Faith and
the Creed Concerning Faith of Things Not Seen On the Profit of Believing On the Creed
-MORAL TREATISES OF SAINT AUGUSTIN- On Continence On the Good of Marriage Of
Holy Virginity On the Good of Widowhood On Lying Against Lying Of the Work of Monks On
Patience On Care to Be Had for the Dead -THE ANTI-MANICHAEAN WRITINGS- On The
Morals Of The Catholic Church On The Morals Of The Manichaeans On Two Souls, Against
The Manichaeans Acts Or Disputation Against Fortunatus The Manichaean Against The
Epistle Of Manichaeus, Called Fundamental Reply To Faustus The Manichaean Concerning
The Nature Of Good, Against The Manichaeans -THE ANTI-DONATIST WRITINGS- On
Baptism, Against the Donatists Answer To The Letters of Petilian, The Donatist The Correction
Of The Donatists -SAINT AUGUSTIN'S ANTI-PELAGIAN WORKS- A Treatise On The Merits
And Forgiveness Of Sins, And On The Baptism Of Infants A Treatise On The Spirit And The
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Letter A Treatise On Nature And Grace A Treatise Concerning Man's Perfection In
Righteousness A Work On The Proceedings Of Pelagius A Treatise On The Grace Of Christ,
And On Original Sin On Marriage And Concupiscence A Treatise On The Soul And Its Origin A
Treatise Against Two Letters Of The Pelagians A Treatise On Grace And Free Will A Treatise
On Rebuke And Grace A Treatise On The Predestination Of The Saints A Treatise On The Gift
Of Perseverance -MISCELLANEOUS- Our Lord's Sermon On The Mount The Harmony Of The
Gospels Sermons On Selected Lessons Of The New Testament Lectures Or Tractates On The
Gospel According To St. John Ten Homilies On The First Epistle Of John To The Parthians
Two Books Of Soliloquies Expositions On The Book Of Psalms -ABOUT THE AUTHOR- Saint
Augustin by Louis Bertrand Explanation of the Rule of Saint Augustine by Hugh of Saint Victor
St. Augustine, Bishop of Hippo by Rev. Fr. Alban Butler PUBLISHER: CATHOLIC WAY
PUBLISHING
Take a magical time travel journey to the mystery and glamour of Paris long ago in awardwinning author Juliette Sobanet's bestselling City of Light Series... One Night in Paris: When
Manhattan attorney Ella Carlyle gets a call that her beloved grandmother is dying, she rushes
to Paris to be by her side, against the wishes of her overbearing boyfriend. But things take a
mystical turn when Ella is transported to a swinging Parisian jazz club full of alluring
strangers...in the year 1927! As the clock runs out on her one night in the City of Light, Ella will
attempt to rewrite the past...and perhaps her own destiny as well. Dancing with Paris: When
straitlaced marriage therapist Claudia Davis takes a tumble in her grandmother's San Diego
dance studio, she awakens in 1950s Paris in the body of Ruby Kerrigan, the glamorous star of
a risqué cabaret--and the number-one suspect in the gruesome murder of a fellow dancer. As
past lives go, it's a doozy...especially when an encounter with a handsome and mysterious
French doctor ignites a fire in Claudia's sinfully beautiful new body. But time, for all its twists
and turns, is not on her side: Claudia has just five days to unmask the true killer, clear Ruby's
name, and return to the twenty-first century. To do so, she must make an impossible choice,
one that will change the course of both of her lives forever. Midnight Train to Paris: When hardhitting DC reporter Jillian Chambord learns that her twin sister, Isla, has been abducted from a
luxury train traveling through the Alps, she's on the next flight to France. Never mind the fact
that Samuel Kelly--the sexy former CIA agent who Jillian has sworn off forever--has been
assigned as the lead investigator in the case. When Jillian and Samuel arrive in the Alps, they
soon learn that their midnight train isn't leading them to Isla, but has taken them back in time to
1937, to a night when another young woman was abducted from the same Orient Express
train. Given a chance to save both women, Jillian and Samuel are unprepared for what they
discover on the train that night, for the sparks that fly between them...and for what they'll have
to do to keep each other alive. What Reviewers are saying about The City of Light Series:
????? "Fun, romantic, and magical!" ????? "A fabulous modern fairy tale." ????? "Such a
remarkable read!" ????? "Full of adventure, love, hope, and a little bit of magic." ?????
"Juliette's magnificent writing skills make this book a real page turner." ????? "Time travel is an
extremely tough genre to do well, but Juliette has mastered it to perfection." ????? "This type of
story takes you away from the mundane and allows you to IMAGINE." City of Love series:
Sleeping with Paris Kissed in Paris Honeymoon in Paris A Paris Dream City of Darkness
Series: All the Beautiful Bodies True Stories in the City of Love: Meet Me in Paris I Loved You
in Paris City Girls Series: Confessions of a City Girl: Los Angeles Confessions of a City Girl:
San Diego Confessions of a City Girl: Washington D.C. Juliette Sobanet's captivating novels
have reached over 500,000 readers worldwide, hitting the top 100 Bestseller Lists on Amazon
US, UK, France, and Germany, becoming bestsellers in Italy and Turkey as well. Time for that
magical journey to Paris? Grab your copy of The City of Light Series and you'll be swept
away...

"When we are alert to the coincidences in our lives, we experience them more
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frequently - and they take on greater significance. And once we recognize
synchronicities as meaningful, they open us to new information, new possibilities.
We suddenly find that we're in the right place at the right time, meet the right
people at the right moment, and our lives are changed for the better." --From the
Introduction There are signs everywhere, pointing the way to a better life, if you
know how to read them. Signs are the stuff that synchronicity is made of harness the power of synchronicity, and you can transform your life. In this
groundbreaking book, bestselling authors Trish and Rob MacGregor reveal the
seven secrets that allow you to recognize synchronicity when it happens - and
make the most of it. You'll learn to interpret the meaning of the signs you
encounter every day, and use such tools as the tarot, I-Ching, and astrology to
understand your past, inform your present, and guide your future. Synchronicity your key to making magic in your own life! In The 7 Secrets of Synchronicity,
you'll see why there really is no such thing as coincidence - and how your life can
be the better for it. Synchronicity is the universal language of transformation - and
its secrets reveal how you can live a life rich in fulfillment and meaning and
wonder. With this enlightening guide, you'll learn to read the signs all around you
and transform your world - one amazing synchronicity at a time!
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